
A Loal Reformulation of the Williams CyleGereon Müller, Universität LeipzigAbstratAsymmetries between movement types have standardly been derived by theo-ries of improper movement that prelude ertain on�gurations where di�erentkinds of movement steps are mixed in the ourse of displaement of a singleitem. However, loser inspetion reveals that none of the existing aountsof improper movement an be maintained under a stritly derivational, loalapproah to displaement in whih syntati struture is generated bottom-up,by suessive appliation of struture-building operations (suh as internal orexternal Merge), and only very small parts of the struture are aessible atany given point in the derivation (f. Chomsky (2001)). In view of this state ofa�airs, the present paper pursues a fairly modest goal: It implements a spei�onstraint against improper movement going bak to Williams (1974; 2003) �viz, what I will refer to the Williams Cyle � in a loal way, without a need forbaktraking or look-ahead.
1. Introdution: Improper MovementDi�erent movement types an be distinguished by the di�erent landing sites (or `riterial positions', in Rizzi's(2007) terms) that they target. For instane, at least for present purposes and against the bakground ofa lause struture onsisting of CP, TP, vP, and VP, it an be assumed that srambling in languages likeGerman or Duth targets a Spev position; the same may go for objet shift in the Sandinavian languages.EPP-driven raising to subjet in English ends up in a SpeT position. Wh-movement targets a SpeCposition; and so on. When one onsiders loality restritions on the various movement types, an interestinggeneralization emerges. It seems that there is a orrelation between the position targeted by a movement type(low vs. high) and the distane over whih it an apply (short vs. long): Movement types that have landingsites whih are low in the lausal struture (e.g., SpeT, Spev) typially annot be applied long-distane;and movement types that have landing sites whih are high in the lausal struture (e.g., SpeC) typallyan be applied long-distane. Thus, (1-ab) shows that srambling in German is lause-bound; unlike, e.g.,wh-movement or topialization in the same language, a CP boundary annot be rossed.(1) a. dassthat dasthe Buh1bookacc

keinerno-one-nom t1 liestreadsb. *dassthat KarlKarlnom

dasthe Buh1bookacc

glaubtthinks [CP dassthat keinerno-onenom

t1 liest ℄readsThe same is shown for objet shift of nonpronominal DPs in Ielandi; see (2-ab) (from Vikner (2005)).(2) a. ÉgI veitknow [CP af verjuwhy þauthey seldusold bókina1booksacc

ekkinot t1 ℄1



b. *ÉgI veitknow bókina1booksacc

[CP af verjuwhy þauthey seldusold ekkinot t1 ℄Fronting of unstressed pronouns in German is also an operation that targets a TP-internal position in thelause, and it may not apply long-distane; see (3-ab). (The same goes for pronominal objet shift in theSandinavian languages.)(3) a. dassthat es1itacc

FritzFritznom

t1 gelesenread hathasb. *dassthat ihInom

es1itacc

glaubethink [CP dassthat FritzFritznom

t1 gelesenread hat ℄hasThe prohibition against non-lause-bound raising in English (`super-raising') is illustrated by the pair ofexamples in (4).(4) a. Mary1 seems [TP t1 to like John ℄b. *Mary1 seems [CP that t1 likes John ℄(5-ab) shows that whereas liti movement in Italian does not have to be maximally loal (it may target amatrix verb in restruturing in�nitive onstrutions, as an instane of `liti limbing'), it an never ross a�nite CP boundary.(5) a. MarioMario lo1it vuolewants [TP leggereto read t1 ℄b. *MarioMario lo1it odiahates [CP C [TP leggereto read t1 ℄℄Finally, extraposition in English may seletively violate ertain island onstraints (e.g., it may take plaefrom subjet DPs), but it annot ross a CP (see Ross's (1967) Right Roof Constraint/Upward BoundednessConstraint); f. (6-ab). This onforms to the above generalization if it is assumed that extraposition targetsa low position in the lause.(6) a. [DP A review t1 ℄ will appear [PP1
of his new book ℄b. *John always maintains [CP that [DP a review t1 ℄ will appear shortly ℄ whenever he is asked aboutit [PP1

of his new book ℄The generalization orrelating the height of the landing site and the possible length of the displaement pathis standardly aounted for by a onspiray of two onstraints: a loality onstraint and a onstraint againstimproper movement. Thus, �rst, there is a loality onstraint that permits extration from a CP only viaSpeC. This role an be played by the Subjaeny Condition (if movement must not ross two boundingnodes, and TP quali�es as a bounding node; see Chomsky (1977; 1986)), or by the Phase ImpenetrabilityCondition (PIC) in (7) (given that CP is a phase, and phrasal movement annot target a head position likeC; see Chomsky (2001)).(7) Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC; Chomsky (2000; 2001)):The domain of a head X of a phase XP is not aessible to operations outside XP; only X and its edgeare aessible to suh operations.This preludes skipping the embedded SpeC position in (1-b), (3-b), (4-b), (5-b), and (6-b). Seond, thereis a onstraint on improper movement aording to whih movement to a TP-internal position may preede2



movement to SpeC so as to permit (8-a) (where raising is followed by wh-movement), or indeed (8-b) (giventhat subjets are merged in Spev and then undergo EPP-driven movement to SpeT); but not vie versa:Movement from SpeC to a TP-internal position is bloked. This asymmetry an be taken to re�et thehierarhy of the target positions in the tree.(8) a. [CP Who1 C [TP t′1 T seems t1 to like John ℄℄ ?b. [CP Who1 C [TP t′1 T [vP t1 likes John ℄℄℄ ?In the following setion, I will brie�y disuss a number of proposals of how to formally apture this onstraintagainst improper movement; and I will show that none of them meets all the requirements imposed by threegeneral potential problems that I will assume to restrit the spae for analyses: (a) the generality problem,(b) the loality problem, and () the promisuity problem.2. Existing Analyses2.1 Priniple CAording to the highly in�uential aount developed in May (1979) and adopted in Chomsky (1981), im-proper movment emerges as an instane of a Priniple C e�et. The aount relies on two entral assumptions.First, loally A-bar bound traes qualify as a ertain kind of trae that speial onstraints may hold for,viz., as variables; a trae is loally A-bar bound if its immediate hain anteedent � i.e., its loal binder� is in an A-bar position, suh as SpeC. And seond, variables (in this tehnial sense) obey PrinipleC of the Binding Theory: They must not be bound from an A-position. On this view, a derivation of asuper-raising onstrution as in (4-b) where an intermediate trae is established in SpeC (as required by aloality onstraint like the PIC) is exluded by Priniple C; see (9).(9) *Mary1 seems [CP t′1 that t1 likes John ℄The initial trae t1 here quali�es as a variable beause it is loally A-bar bound by the intermediate traet′1 in the embedded SpeC position; however, t1 is then illegitimately also A-bound from the matrix SpeTposition (assuming that this latter position quali�es as an A-position).To extend this aount to other ases of improper movement, the respetive movement types must beassumed to end up in A-positions, and the initial traes must also uniformly qualify as loally A-bar bound;see Fanselow (1990) for suh an aount of the lause-boundedness of srambling in German.2.2 Unambiguous BindingIn Müller & Sternefeld (1993), it is argued that a more general approah to improper movement is requiredbeause (a) srambling in German is argued not to exhibit the typial properties of A-movement � it liensesparasiti gaps, it does not lead to new liensing options for re�exives and reiproals, it gives rise to weakrossover e�ets (at least for some speakers, and in ertain ontexts), and so on; and (b) there are asymmetriesbetween unontroversial A-bar movement types as well, e.g., topialization vs. wh-movement in German.The asymmetry between topialization from a wh-island in German (whih typially produes results thatare fairly aeptable with argument displaement for most speakers) and wh-movement from a wh-islandin German (whih leads to strit illformedness irrespetive of the status of the moved item as argument oradjunt) that was �rst noted by Fanselow (1987) is a ase in point; see (10-a) vs. (10-b).3



(10) a. *Welheswhih Radio1radio weiÿtknow duyou nihtnot [CP wie2how C [TP manone t1 t2 repariert ℄℄ ?�xesb. ?Radios1radios weiÿknow ihI nihtnot [CP wie2how C [TP manone t1 t2 repariert ℄℄�xesThe analysis of the ontrast in (10) in Müller & Sternefeld (1993) rests on two assumptions. First, di�erentmovement types are de�ned by targetting di�erent landing sites: Thus, it an be assumed for Germanthat srambling targets SpeV or Spev; raising targets SpeT; and topialization and wh-movement targetdi�erent projetions in a split left periphery, viz., SpeTop and SpeC, respetively.1 Seond, there is aonstraint on uniform hains that makes use of these di�erenes in landing sites. This onstraint is alledthe Priniple of Unambiguous Binding (PUB), and it is formulated as in (11).(11) Priniple of Unambiguous Binding (PUB):A variable that is α-bound must be β-free in the domain of the head of its hain (where α and β referto di�erent types of positions).Variables (in this tehnial, purely syntati sense) are de�ned as before, as loally A-bar bound traes. Onthis view, the ill-formed ases of improper movement in (1-b)�(6-b) are all exluded by the PUB: Loalityonsiderations require the use of SpeC as an intermediate esape hath here, but doing so (a) ensures thatthe original trae t1 in the base position quali�es as a variable, subjet to the PUB, and (b) inevitably leadsto a PUB violation beause a variable t1 is then ambiguously bound, by t′1 in a SpeC position, and bythe head of the hain itself in the �nal target position � a SpeV/Spev position in the ase of illegimatelong-distane srambling and objet shift, a SpeT position in the ase of illegitimate super-raising, a right-adjuntion position in the ase of illegitimate long-distane extraposition (see Müller (1996) for an analysisalong these lines), and so on. In ontrast, a sequene of A-movement followed by A-bar movement (as in(8)) is orretly predited to be unproblemati beause the original trae does not qualify as a variable (asin the original May/Chomsky approah based on Priniple C). Furthermore, the analysis an be extendedto topialization/wh-movement asymmetries as in (10), assuming that the embedded SpeC position isuniformly bloked beause of the presene of the wh-phrase reating the wh-island: Then, topializationmay use an additional embedded SpeTop esape hath here that is unavailable for wh-movement, beauseof the PUB.2.3 The Williams CyleA third kind of onstraint bloking improper movement goes bak to Williams (1974); it has been furtherdeveloped in Williams (2003). Versions of the onstraint have been adopted in Sternefeld (1992), Grewendorf(2003; 2004), Abels (2008), and Neeleman & van de Koot (2010), among others. The basi idea is thatmovement to (or, more generally, rule appliation in) a spei� domain in an embedded lause may befollowed by movement to the same kind of domain, or a higher domain, in the matrix lause, but not to1 As a matter of fat, with multiple spei�ers not yet an option, the vP/VP divide not yet established, and IP rather thanTP ating as the projetion providing derived subjet positions, the original assumption for German srambling in Müller &Sternefeld (1993) was that it targets an adjuntion position of VP or IP, and that raising is movement to SpeI. Furthermore,the two separate funtional projetions in a split left periphery of the lause (generalized in Rizzi (1997) and muh subsequentwork) providing landing sites for topialization and wh-movement, respetively, were originally labelled TP (for `topi phrase')and CP, rather than TopP and CP. None of these issues is important in the present ontext.4



a lower kind of domain in the matrix lause. As for the entral notion of syntati domain relevant here,Williams (1974) distinguishes between the following nested domains in a lause: S′ > S > Pred > VP.Thus, one an item has undergone movement to, say, the Pred domain, any subsequent movement operationapplying to this item an only target the Pred, S or S′ domains; if an item has been moved to the S domain,a following movement operation applying to the same item an only go to S or S′, and so on. This way, thegeneralization introdued at the beginning of setion 1. is implemented in a very diret way, essentially asa syntati primitive. This onstraint an be viewed as a spei� version of the Strit Cyle Condition (seeChomsky (1973)); in line with this, I will here and heneforth refer to it as the �Williams Cyle�.2The Williams Cyle is formulated as a Generalized Ban on Improper Movement (Gboim) in Williams(2003, 72).3(12) Generalized Ban on Improper Movement (Gboim; Williams (2003)):Given a Pollok/Cinque-style lausal struture X1 > ... > Xn (where Xi takes Xi+1P as its omple-ment), a movement operation that spans a matrix and an embedded lause annot move an elementfrom Xj in the embedded lause to Xi in the matrix, where i <j.As noted above, the Williams Cyle has been adopted in some version in various analyses overing impropermovement (and sometimes other phenomena).4 A partiularly expliit version of the Williams Cyle, withfar-reahing empirial onsequenes that go beyond instanes of improper movement, has been proposed byAbels (2008); see (13).(13) Generalized Prohibition against Improper Movement (GenPIM; Abels (2008)):No onstituent may undergo movement of type τ if it has been a�eted by movement of type σ, where
τ < σ under uool.(13) requires a lari�ation of what it means for a onstituent to have been a�eted by movement, and how2 Williams (1974) does not give the onstraint a name; but �Williams Cyle� is the label that the onstraint was given inChomsky's 1974 MIT lass letures (Edwin Williams, p..). � Note that the Williams Cyle is both more restritive (in someareas) and potentially less restritive (in others) than the Strit Cyle Condition. Consider the following version of the StritCyle Condition (a minimally updated version of Chomsky's original de�nition; see Müller (2011) for this spei� formulation).(i) Strit Cyle Condition (SCC):Within the urrent XP α, a syntati operation may not target a position that is inluded within another XP β that isdominated by α.The Williams Cyle is more restritive than the SCC in the sense that, for any given moved item δ, subsequent movement of δmay only go to a higher domain that is of the same type or of a higher type; in ontrast, the SCC only requires subsequent δmovement to target some higher domain. On the other hand, in ontrast to the SCC, the Williams Cyle (in the form in whihit is presented in the main text) says nothing about the order of operations a�eting di�erent items; though see the originalformulations in Williams (1974; 2003), whih are somewhat more general in this respet.3 In Williams's (2003) system, the Gboim is atually a theorem that follows diretly from Williams' (arguably more basi) LevelEmbedding Conjeture (Le), whih states that operations that take plae at one level annot take plae again at a higher,more omprehensive level, where other operations de�ning that latter level apply; the levels that Williams envisages inludeFS (Fous Struture), SS (Surfae Struture), CS (Case Struture), and TS (Theta Struture) (see Williams (2003, 23) for afuller list). Sine the Le presupposes an organization of grammar that is radially di�erent from more established standardderivational approahes, and sine it does not seem to make radially di�erent preditions empirially, I abstrat away from itthroughout this paper.4 See, for instane, Sternefeld (1992) for a formulation of the Williams Cyle that is very similar to Gboim in (12). Sternefeld5



uool (a Universal Constraint on Operational Ordering in Language) enodes an order < among movementtypes. As for the latter, Abels (2008) assumes an order of movement operations in (14), whih is similarto the hierarhies of movement types employed in other versions of the Williams Cyle (inluding Williams(1974; 2003)).(14) The Universal Constraint on Operational Ordering in Language (uool):
θ < srambling < A-movement < wh < topializationAs for the notion of a�etedness relevant for Abels's (2008) version of the Williams Cyle, it is de�ned as in(15).(15) A�etedness of onstituents:A onstituent α is a�eted by a movement operation i�a. α is re�exively ontained in the onstituent reated by movement, andb. α is in a (re�exive) domination relation with the moved onstituent.In the simplest ase, a onstituent is a�eted by a movement operation if it undergoes the movement operation(hene the postulation of re�exive dominane in (15)). However, Abels argues that the more omplex notionof a�etedness is required beause the GenPIM in (13) is supposed to restrit not only the interation ofmovement operations applying to a single item, but also the interation of movement operations applying totwo di�erent items that are base-generated in a dominane relation � more spei�ally, he takes the WilliamsCyle to also restrit ombinations of two movement operations in a base struture [β ... α... ℄, where either

β moves �rst and α subsequently moves to a higher position (freezing on�gurations), or α moves out of β�rst, and β then undergoes movement to a higher position (remnant movement on�gurations; based on theterminology introdued in Sauerland (1996), the di�erene is that between a `sur�ng' path and a `diving'path). I will disregard these latter issues in what follows, though, foussing on ases where an item is a�etedbeause itself undergoes the movement operation throughout.5In approahes that rely on some version of the Williams Cyle, improper movement as in (1-b)�(6-b)an in priniple be aounted for; in partiular, movement from SpeC to SpeV, Spev, or SpeT an bebloked beause movement to a higher kind of domain in the embedded lause is followed by movement to alower kind of domain in the matrix lause. There is a proviso, though. The fatal �rst movement step to thealls the onstraint Prinzip der hierarhiekonformen Bewegung (`Priniple of Hierarhy-Compliant Movement'); ompare hisoriginal (German) de�nition in (i).(i) Prinzip der hierarhiekonformen Bewegung (Sternefeld (1992)):Bewegung von α nah β ist nur möglih, wenn der Typ(α) in der Hierarhie [Topik > SpeC > Adj > SpeI > SpeV℄tiefer ist als der Typ(β).(Movement of α to β is possible only when type(α) is lower than type(β) on the hierarhy [topi > SpeC > Adj > SpeI
> SpeV℄.)5 I would like to ontend that the relevant data onsidered by Abels (2008) an be derived independently in many ases, withoutreourse to a theory of improper movement. In addition, at least some of the data instantiating (legitimate and illegitimate)sur�ng and divings paths advaned by Abels look potentially ontroversial. (See Müller (1998; 2011) on both these issues.)Given that this may then mean that there is no uniform behaviour of ases where a�etedness implies identity of the moveditem, where a�etedness implies sur�ng paths, and where a�etedness implies diving paths, this will then threaten to underminea homogeneous approah based a single notion of a�etedness of onstituents.6



embedded SpeC position that is required by loality is not inherently feature-driven; SpeC is not a `riterialposition' here. Thus, if the Williams Cyle is assumed to only hold for `riterial' movement operations (seeAbels (2008), for instane), improper movement in (1-b)�(6-b) is in fat not predited to be impossible perse, and additional assumptions are alled for to exlude the ill-formed derivations; see Abels (2012) for onespei� proposal. On the other hand, if intermediate non-riterial movement steps (that take plae withoutinherent features of the host demanding them) do qualify as relevant for the Williams Cyle, then problemswill arise as soon as one assumes that there are more intermediate landing sites required by loality than justSpeC. To wit, assuming the PIC, if vP is also a phase, the intermediate movement step from the embeddedSpeC position to the matrix Spev position in the well-formed example in (16-a) instantiating long-distanewh-movement in German is wrongly exluded by the Williams Cyle in the same way that the riterialmovement step from the embedded SpeC position the matrix Spev position in the ill-formed example in(16-b) showing that long-distane srambling is impossible in German is exluded. ((16-b) = (1-b), with theintermediate traes added that are required by the PIC if vP and CP are phases.)(16) a. Welheswhih Buh1bookacc

hathas [vP t′′′1 KarlKarl gemeintmeant [CP t′′1 dassthat [vP t′1 jedereveryone t1 lesenread möge ℄℄℄ ?shouldb. *dassthat KarlKarlnom

[vP dasthe Buh1bookacc

glaubtthinks [CP t′′1 dassthat [vP t′1 keinerno-onenom

t1 liest ℄℄℄readsFor now, I will leave it at that. I will ome bak to this issue below (it forms part of what I all thepromisuity problem).2.4 The Ativity ConditionIn Chomsky (2000, 123), Chomsky (2001) and muh subsequent related work, an Ativity Condition isadopted for syntati operations: To be eligible for movement, an item must have an ative (i.e., unhekeduninterpretable) feature sought by the movement-induing head. This assumption provides a simple aountof the ban on super-raising in English (see (4-b), here repeated again in (17)). In these onstrutions, themoved DP has its φ- and ase features heked in the lower TP, by the embedded �nite T; thus, the DPannot be attrated by matrix T beause it is not ative anymore at this point.(17) *Mary1 seems [CP t′1 that t1 likes John ℄The simpliity of the approah notwithstanding, it an be observed that oneptual and empirial problemshave been noted with the Ativity Condition (see Nevins (2004); also Bo²kovi¢ (2007) for ritial disussion).Here is one empirial argument against this onstraint raised by Nevins: The Ativity Condition is empiriallyproblemati beause it is at variane with the existene of non-nominative subjets in SpeT (in languageslike Ielandi) that have their φ- and ase features heked independently (and earlier in the derivation).2.5 Feature SplittingAn approah that is spei�ally designed to replae Chomsky's approah in terms of the Ativity Condition isthe Feature Splitting analysis developed in Obata & Epstein (2011). This approah is based on the followingthree assumptions. First, the PIC fores long-distane movement via SpeC (as assumed throughout thepresent paper). Seond, uninterpretable features (like ase features) are not permitted in the edge domain ofa phase head (C) one the phase head's omplement has undergone spell-out. (This is based on Rihards's(2007) argument to this e�et; also see Chomsky (2008)). Third and �nally, in view of the seond assumption,7



an operation of feature splitting must take plae if a wh-subjet is to undergo movement: The ase/φ-featuresundergo movement to SpeT (under Agree with T, whih has inherited the relevant probe features from C);and the wh- (or Q-) feature undergoes a separate (but, by assumption, simultaneous) movement step toSpeC. The derivation of a wh-subjet question in English on the basis of these assumptions (and againstthe bakground of the opy theory of movement (re-) introdued in Chomsky (1993)) is illustrated in (18).(18) [CP Who[wh] C [TP who[φ],[case] T [vP who[wh],[φ],[case] left ℄℄℄ ?The feature splitting approah overs super-raising without further ado. In ases like (19), matrix T doesnot �nd a mathing goal: The opy in the lower SpeT position has undergone spell-out already, and theopy in the lower SpeC position does not have φ- and ase features anymore.(19) *Who seems [CP who[wh] C [TP who[φ],[case] [T will ℄ [vP who[wh],[φ],[case] leave ℄℄℄ ?This analysis an be generalized to ases where the super-raised item is not a wh-phrase, as in (4-b)/(17):Irrespetive of how an intermediate movement step of the (non-wh) DP to the embedded SpeC position(as required by the PIC) an be e�eted, it is lear that beause of the assumption that ase and φ-featuresannot show up in SpeC, feature splitting must apply, and the DP in SpeC is not aessible to attrationby a higher T head anymore.62.6 Problems With the Existing AnalysesCloser inspetion reveals that independently of potential individual shortomings as they have been notedabove, none of the aounts of improper movement just disussed an be maintained under a stritly deriva-tional, loal approah to displaement in whih syntati struture is generated bottom-up, by suessiveappliation of struture-building operations (suh as internal or external Merge), and only very small partsof the struture are aessible at any given point in the derivation (f. Chomsky (2000; 2001; 2008)). Inpartiular, none of the existing aounts of improper movement manages to avoid all three separate problemsthat may arise with improper movement analyses from this perspetive: (a) the generality problem, (b) theloality problem, and () the promisuity problem. I disuss the three problems in turn.2.6.1 GeneralityThe PUB-based aount and the Williams Cyle-based aounts are general in the sense that all kinds ofimproper movement in (1-b)-(6-b) an be derived. In ontrast, the Priniple C aount fails as soon as oneof the instanes of improper movement to a riterial position listed in setion 1. an be shown to qualifyas A-bar movement (as argued, e.g., in Müller & Sternefeld (1993) for srambling, and in Müller (1996)for extraposition). Even more obviously, the Ativity Condition-based and Feature Splitting-based aountsdeveloped in Chomsky (2000) and Obata & Epstein (2011), respetively, are on�ned to super-raising, andannot be generalized to other ases of improper movement (like long-distane srambling in German) in anyobvious way. In these other ontexts, there is, by assumption, some head in the upper lause that attratssome item from the lower lause (i.e., that shares some feature with suh an item) in a way that no otherhead (in the lower lause) does. So, independently of what the exat nature of the movement-related featureis that is involved in srambling, pronoun movmeent, liti limbing, objet shift, and extraposition (if there6 Note inidentally that a similar onsequene arises in the approah to improper movement developed in Adger (2003, 388);Adger stipulates that �only wh-features are visible in the spei�er of CP�.8



is any suh feature to begin with), it seems lear that suh a feature ould neither be rendered inative inthe embedded lause (beause these features must be optional on the heads on whih they our, and, byassumption, therefore do not show up in the embedded lause if long-distane movement is to be triggered),as would be required under the Ativity Condition-based analysis; nor ould suh a feature obligatorily haveto be split o� the item that undergoes movement to SpeC and be heked in the TP domain (beause Tannot hek these features, and beause it is unlear why these features should behave like ase features onmoved items with respet to interpretability, rather than like wh-features), as would be required under thefeature splitting analysis. This onsideration then only leaves PUB-based aounts and Williams Cyle-basedaounts as serious ontenders for a loal derivaitonal implementation of the improper movement restrition.2.6.2 LoalityExept for, possibly, the Ativity Condition analysis and the Feature Splitting analysis, all the above aountsof improper movement require sanning large amounts of syntati struture. Thus, the Priniple C aountmust simultaneously take into aount the base position of the moved item (whih ontains the trae thatwill ultimately give rise to a violation of Priniple C); the position of the intermediate trae in the embeddedSpeC position (whih is relevant for determining whether the trae in base position obeys Priniple C ornot); and the position of the moved item in the �nal landing site that indues the onstraint violation.7More importantly (given the Priniple C aount's lak of generality), the PUB-based aount and theWilliams Cyle-based aounts also fae a loality problem. In the PUB-based aount, to determine whethera trae is ambiguously bound, potentially large domains of syntati struture must be heked that ontainthe initial trae, the moved item in the �nal landing site, and any intervening intermediate traes. Similarly,in Williams Cyle-based aounts, larges piees of struture must be onsidered: Under the formulation in(12), this is evident beause the restrition expliitly holds for �a movement that spans a matrix and anembedded lause� (my emphasis).8 Under the formulation in (13), the legitimay of a movement step isheked by inspeting whether the moved item �has been a�eted by movement� (again, my emphasis) of adi�erent type earlier in the derivation, whih in the simplest ase implies simultaneously taking into aountthe base position, an intermediate position, and the �nal landing site, and potentially (given that �to bea�eted� by movement may apply to many more nodes than �to have undergone� a movement) many moreintervening ategories. Thus, it an be onluded that the aounts of improper movement that irumventa generality problem all fae a loality problem: They are inompatible with a stritly loal derivationalapproah to struture-building that permits only a very small amount of aessible syntati struture atany step of the derivation (given the PIC).2.6.3 PromisuityThe third, and arguably most pressing, problem with existing approahes to improper movement arises un-der the assumption that many more intermediate positions are aessed in the ourse of suessive-ylimovement under urrent loality onsiderations than just SpeC (whih used to be the standard assumption7 By extension, this reasoning implies that Priniple C and other binding onditions should be abandoned in general in loalderivational approahes to syntax, i.e., also for non-overt ategories. See Fisher (2006) for an approah to binding ondititionsthat omplies with this requirement (but annot be extended to improper movement in any obvious way); also see Reuland(2001).8 Non-loality is also an inherent property of the Le from whih the Gboim in (12) is derived as a theorem in Williams (2003);see footnote 3. 9



up to Chomsky (1986)).9 Given the PIC and the assumption that CP, vP, and DP are phases, intermedi-ate movement steps to Spev, SpeC, and SpeD are required for all movement types without neessarilygiving rise to improper movement e�ets. Things get only worse if all intervening XPs must be rossed viaintermediate movement steps to SpeX in the ourse of movement; see Sportihe (1989), Takahashi (1994),Agbayani (1998); Chomsky (2005; 2008), Bo²kovi¢ (2002), Boekx (2003), Boekx & Grohmann (2007), andMüller (2011), among many others.10 Assuming either many or all intervening XPs to require and permitintermediate esape hathes, it is lear that the intermediate landing sites are highly promisuous � theysimply must not are what kind of ultimate target position a moved item will end up in.This alls into question both the PUB-based aount and Williams Cyle-based aounts of impropermovement. A PUB-based aount would predit virtually all movement to be improper: A wh-objetmoving via Spev to a lause-bound SpeC position would reate an ambiguously bound initial trae in thesame way that srambling from SpeC to Spev does. Similarly, Williams Cyle-based aounts would makewrong preditions: Loal movement of a wh-objet to SpeC via Spev would still be unproblemati (inontrast to what would be the ase under a PUB-based aount); however, as noted above, well-formed long-distane wh-movement to a matrix SpeC position via �rst an embedded Spev position, then an embeddedSpeC position and �nally a matrix Spev position would wrongly be exluded in the same way that long-distane srambling via �rst an embedded Spev position and then an embedded SpeC position is orretlyexluded as improper; reall the two onstrutions in (16-a) (legitimate long-distane wh-movement) and(16-b) (illegitimate long-distane srambling).Thus, it seems that if massive intermediate movement steps to promisuous esape hathes are assumed,a dilemma is unavoidable for a PUB-based aount and for Williams Cyle-based aounts: Either it ispostulated that only riterial positions (�nal landing sites of movement) ount for improper movement.Then it is unlear how, e.g., long-distane srambling via SpeC an be exluded (where the intermediateSpeC landing site is ertainly not a riterial position); more generally, none of the improper movemente�ets in (1-b)�(6-b) an be derived anymore. Or it is assumed that all positions (inluding all non-riterialintermediate positions) ount for improper movement. Then it is unlear how, e.g., long-distane wh-movement via matrix Spev an be permitted (given that long-distane srambling targetting the sameposition needs to be ruled out). In a nutshell, given promisuous intermediate movement steps, the aountsof improper movement that handle the generality problem are either not restritive enough anymore, orthey are muh too restritive. This implies that either additional assumptions must be made to save theseaounts, or that they must be abandoned, and replaed by something ompletely di�erent.119 A version of this problem is also mentioned in Neeleman & van de Koot (2010, 346-347).10 At this point, it does not matter whether the iterated intermediate movement steps are then required by the PIC (whihwould imply that all XPs are phases), or by some other (perhaps additional) loality onstraint (in whih ase it an bemaintained that only ertain kinds of ategories qualify as phases).11 Abels (2012) pursues the �rst strategy. He adopts a weak version of the Williams Cyle where intermediate traes innon-riterial positions are simply ignored, and then invokes an additional system of ��avoured� edge features for intermediatemovement steps that mimik the ultimate features giving rise to riterial movement. The analysis works suh that for eah phasehead requiring an intermediate movement step, it is stipulated (possibly from language to language) whih kind of �avourededge features it an be equipped with. If, e.g., C annot have a �avoured ase/φ edge feature but an have a �avoured whedge feature, wh-movement an apply long-distane whereas raising annot; if the restritions on �avoured edge features arereversed on C in a language, super-raising is possible whereas long-distane wh-movement is not; and so on. Abels (2012)addues potentially interesting evidene from Tagalog to support suh an approah. However, I will not onsider this approah10



2.6.4 So?It seems that many ases where improper movement has been invoked an in fat be derived di�erently,without reourse to a spei� onstraint on improper movement. Conerning the phenomena takled inMüller & Sternefeld (1993) by invoking the PUB, this holds, e.g., for the asymmetry with topializationfrom wh-islands vs. wh-movement from wh-islands in German (and other languages), as in (10). (This isanalyzed as a maraudage e�et under the Intermediate Step Corollary (see below) in Müller (2011), suhthat a �rst-moved wh-phrase on its way out of the lause, and to its �nal landing site in the matrix lause,`maraudes' the embedded C's features that were needed for a seond-moved wh-phrase that is supposed toend up in the embedded wh-lause's SpeC position, whereas a �rst-moved topi on its way out of the lausedoes not maraude the embedded C's features beause it is equipped with fewer movement-related featuresto begin with.) It also holds for an asymmetry with extration from verb-seond lauses in German thatis derived in terms of improper movement in Haider (1984), von Stehow & Sternefeld (1988, h. 11.7),Sternefeld (1992), Müller & Sternefeld (1993), and Williams (2003). (This is analyzed as a CED e�etderivable from the PIC in Müller (2011).)However, this onlusion does not hold for all ases. In partiular, it does not hold for the ore ases in(1-b)�(6-b) (super-rasing, long-distane srambling, et.): There is no maraudage here (beause there is noompeting moved item to begin with), and there are no CED islands involved (other items, like wh-phrasesor topis, an be extrated into the matrix lause in otherwise idential ontexts).In view of all this, my goal in what follows is to provide a loal reformulation of the Williams Cyleas a ore omponent of the theory of improper movement that is ompatible with a stritly derivationalapproah, with extremely small aessible domains throughout (where eah phrase is a phase), and thatmeets the requirements imposed not only by the loality problem, but also by the remaining two problemsjust disussed: It has to be general (overing all the ases in (1-b)�(6-b)); and it has to be ompatible withthe promisuity of edge features.123. Bakground: Edge Features and Suessive-Cyli MovementFollowing Chomsky (2000; 2001; 2008) and muh related work, I assume that intermediate movement stepsare brought about by edge features. Sine the generation and disharge of edge features will be instrumentalin aounting for improper movement e�ets by a reformulated Williams Cyle to be developed below, somein any more detail in what follows beause it denies that there is any inherent systematiity to the e�ets in (1-b)�(6-b); i.e.,on this view, the generalization formulated at the beginning of the present paper (aording to whih movement types withlow landing sites tend not to apply long-distane) simply does not exist � and this despite the fat that the �avoured edgefeatures of Abels (2012) are assumed to aompany, rather than replae, the Williams Cyle that it would seem to stronglyresemble. Furthermore, note that these kinds of �avoured edge features annot by themselves provide a omprehensive aountof all relevant instanes of improper movement (e.g., if two inherently feature-driven movement operations ending up in riterialpositions are ombined, �avoured edge features as suh annot rule out the ombination as improper). Finally, it is worthpointing out that non-promisuous, �avoured edge features are inompatible with the assumption of a rash-proof syntax (seeFrampton & Gutmann (2002)) beause most hoies of edge features on phase heads will be inompatible with the item thatin fat needs to undergo the intermediate movement step.12 Abels (2008) remarks that �GenPIM [...℄ annot be understood diretly as a onstraint on derivations (unless the standardassumption is given up that suessive yli movement is launhed before the target of movement is merged into the tree)�,and states that he makes �no attempt to reformulate GenPIM in derivational terms�. Essentially, this is what I set out to doin what follows. 11



lari�ations about edge features and the role that they play in derivations are alled for at this point.The basi question is whether edge feature insertion is assumed to be freely available or severely on-strained. A version of the �rst option is pursued in Chomsky (2008), where phase heads are simply assumedto have an �edge property� that allows them to generate any number of spei�ers; this is extensionally equiv-alent to assuming that edge feature insertion is freely available throughout. The seond option is adopted inChomsky (2000; 2001), where onstraints on edge feature insertion are spei�ed. It seems lear that if edgefeature insertion is free (or if phase heads have an edge property), no restritions on improper movement anbe imposed in the domain of edge features.13 Therefore, I assume that edge feature insertion is not free. Inthe approah to movement developed in Müller (2011), onstraints on edge feature insertion play a deisiverole in deriving MLC and CED e�ets from the PIC. In what follows, I will adopt this approah as a generalbakground for a theory of improper movement.14The approah rests on four main assumptions. First, all phrases are phases. Seond, all syntatioperations are driven by designated features: There are struture-building features ([•F•℄) that triggerinternal and external Merge operations (movement and base-onatenation, respetively), and there areprobe features ([∗F∗℄) that trigger Agree operations. Third, operation-induing features are ordered; theyshow up on staks, with a Last Resort ondition demanding that only the topmost feature on a given stak anbe disharged (and thereby deleted). Fourth and �nally, edge feature insertion that is required for e�etingintermediate movement steps (given the seond assumption) is restrited by an Edge Feature Condition thatis a modi�ation of Chomsky's original proposal. Chomsky (2000; 2001) suggests that the head X of phaseXP may be assigned an edge feature after the phase XP is otherwise omplete, but only if that has an e�eton outome. In Müller (2011), it is argued that the italiized parts of the ondition should be hanged, suhthat the head X of phase XP may be assigned an edge feature before the phase XP is otherwise omplete(i.e., only as long as the phase head is still ative, and has not yet beome ompletely inert), but only if thereis no other way to produe a balaned phase (this last requirement an be viewed as a way to enode the`e�et on outome' ondition by inspeting movement-induing features of the numeration and omparingthem with the potentially available material mathing these features in the urrent derivation, in a way thatdoes not require atual look-ahead; see Hek & Müller (2000)). The resulting version of the Edge FeatureCondition is given in (20).(20) Edge Feature Condition:An edge feature [•X•℄ an be assigned to the head γ of a phase, ending up on the top of γ's stak ofstruture-building features, only if (a) and (b) hold:a. γ has not yet disharged all its struture-building or probe features.b. The phase headed by γ is otherwise not balaned.As shown in Müller (2011), given these assumptions, MLC and CED e�ets follow from the PIC, and thereis no need to invoke spei� onstraints to derive them anymore. In partiular, MLC e�ets follow beausethe higher one of two items ompeting for movement to the domain of a movement-induing head (i.e., the13 Unless, that is, one assumes edge features to be �avoured in the sense of Abels (2012); reall the disussion in footnote 11.14 To a large extent, this is solely due to the need to have some su�iently expliit frame of referene within whih a loalversion of the Williams Cyle based on the generation and disharge of edge features an be formulated. In a few areas, however,the speii hoie of frame of referene does matter; I will disuss these issues when they arise.12



item that is merged later) ensures phase balane without edge feature insertion, whih is therefore bloked;and subsequent movement of the lower item violates the PIC. On the other hand, CED e�ets follow beauseedge feature insertion annot take plae for an item that is inluded in a last-merged spei�er of a phase head,with the phase head qualifying as inert at this point; subsequent movement of suh an item inluded in a last-merged spei�er then also violates the PIC (given non-reursive phases edges); in ontrast, non-last-mergedspei�ers and non-last-merged omplements are predited to be fully transparent (where spei�ers are non-�rst-merged items, and omplements are �rst-merged items), and last-merged omplements are preditedto be sometimes transparent (when additional probe features show up on the phase heads, an option thatdoes not arise with spei�ers for systemati reasons related to yliity and the -ommand requirement forAgree).A side e�et of this approah is that intermediate movement steps must take plae before regular spei�ersare merged; this is referred to in Müller (2011) as the Intermediate Step Corollary; see (21).(21) Intermediate Step Corollary:Intermediate movement steps to spei�ers of X (as required by the PIC) must take plae before a �nalspei�er is merged in XP.The Intermediate Step Corollary is argued to have interesting onsequenes for a residue of MLC e�ets thatannot be subsumed under the PIC in Müller (2011) (f. the seletive nature of wh-islands for topializationvs. wh-movement; see (10) above). For the approah to improper movement to be developed in what followsit will not be diretly relevant; still, it will be worth keeping in mind when one looks at the order of operationsin the derivations that will be given below.To sum up so far, edge features play a entral role in the approah to movement developed in Müller (2011),and to the extent that the restritions on their insertion make it possible to derive a number of di�erentloality e�ets in a uni�ed way, they an arguably be viewed as well motivated empirially. However, froma minimalist perspetive, there is a very basi problem with the very existene of inserted edge features insyntati derivations: Edge feature insertion violates the Inlusiveness Condition (see, e.g., Chomsky (2001;2005; 2008)), aording to whih material that is not originally part of the numeration annot be introduedinto syntati derivations in the ourse of the derivation.15A possible solution to this problem is advaned in Lahne (2009). Lahne suggests that edge features do notexist as suh; rather, there is just an edge property (or a struture-building instrution: [• •℄) that an beassigned to some feature(s) of a phase head, thereby reating an edge feature. Disharge (and deletion) of suhderivative edge features then aounts for a generalization onerning the morphologial form of intermediatere�exes of suessive-yli movement; by deleting derivative edge features, ontexts for (late) morphologialinsertion are impoverished, thereby e�eting a �retreat to the general ase� (see Halle & Marantz (1993)),whih then implies that re�exes of suessive-yli movement will always qualify as morphologial defaultexponents.16 However, there is a problem with this approah: The newly derived edge feature may need toattrat and hek a moved item on whih a mathing feature is not found. For instane, an edge feature15 Also, given that edge feature insertion is heavily onstrained by the Edge Feature Condition, suh features annot plausiblybe assumed to all be present in numerations sine the latter would have to antiipate the exat number of edge features neededfor onvergene � not one too many, not one too few � if one wants to maintain a model approahing rash-proofness in whihit is not the ase that the vast majority of derivations will eventually fail.16 More spei�ally, the generalization looks as in (i) (see Lahne (2009, 60)).13



[•V•℄ must be assumed to be able to attrat a DP with a on�iting ategorial feature in transitive irrealisontexts in Chamorro (where the morphologial re�ex of suessive-yli movement neessitates deletion of[V℄); see Lahne (2009, 70). Similarly, an edge feature [•voie:�ag•℄ may need to attrat a wh-item with aon�iting feature value (viz., [voie:+ag℄) in nominalization onstrutions in Chamorro (see Lahne (2009,80)); and so on.I onlude from all this that the idea to onstrut edge features from existing material on phase heads(rather than insert them out of nowhere) is on the right trak beause it helps to avoid the problem withthe Inlusiveness Condition.17 However, the newly formed edge features annot be assumed to diretlyorrespond to features that show up on phase heads: A phase head v, for instane, must be able to attrata DP with whih it does not share a single feature (ategorial or other).184. A Reformulation of the Williams Cyle4.1 AssumptionsI would like to suggest that edge features are defetive opies of ategorial features of phase heads; theoriginal ategorial information is stripped o� but retained in some form on the feature. The edge featuresthus generated suessively value movement-related features of moved items passing through the spei�erpositions of the phase heads where the respetive edge feature originates, thereby reating lists that reordaspets of the derivational history of movement. Suh information is maintained for a while in derivations,but is deleted as soon as information of the same type is enountered. Finally, when an eventual (riterial)target position is reahed, the funtional sequene (f-seq) of heads (see Starke (2001)) must be respeted onsuh lists.More spei�ally, I will make the following assumptions about the mehanis of edge feature generationand disharge. First, an edge feature is a defetive opy of the ategorial feature of a phase head aompaniedby a struture-building instrution ([• •℄). The opy mehanism is given in (22-a) (with γ a variable overategory labels), and it is illustrated for some phase heads in (22-b).(22) a. [γ℄ → [γ℄, [•Xγ•℄b. (i) [V℄ → [V℄ [•XV•℄(i) Lahne's Generalization:Morphologial re�exes of suessive-yli movement involve elsewhere markers: If a language has di�erent exponents inontexts with and without movement, then the marker that shows up in the movement ontext is less spei� than themarker that shows up in the non-movement ontext.This generalization is derived as follows in Lahne's (2009) approah: First, intermediate movement steps require an edge feature.Seond, edge features are not inserted as suh; rather, an edge feature property [• •℄ is assigned (by edge property insertionrules) to a feature (or features) of the phase head. Third, the features that are thus a�eted trigger struture-building (i.e.,intermediate movement) in syntax and undergo deletion. Fourth, the features that are deleted are not available for post-syntati morphologial realization anymore; i.e., there is impoverishment in the syntax (also see Keine (2010), where thisoption is systematially pursued). Finally, as a onsequene of syntati impoverishment, a less spei�, default exponent ishosen by spell-out.17 Depending on the exat interpretation of what it means to assign a �property� to a given feature, one might argue that anInlusiveness Condition violation is not fully avoided either in this approah. However, even on suh a strit view, there wouldstill be an obvious minimization of a potential violation of the onstraint.18 Of ourse, additional assumptions are then required to apture Lahne's Generalization (assuming that it an indeed beupheld beyond the relatively small sample of languages that motivates it).14



(ii) [v℄ → [v℄, [•Xv•℄(iii) [T℄ → [T℄, [•XT•℄(iv) [C℄ → [C℄, [•XC•℄As shown in (22), the original ontent of the feature is lost in the ourse of defetive opying; this makes thefeature usable (i.e., there is no instrution anymore to merge an item with the exat same ategorial featureas that of the phase head). However, ruial aspets of the original information (viz., the ategorial featureof the phase head) remain intat so as to make it possible to trae (reent) steps of the derivation: Theategorial information is still there as part of the struture-building edge feature, but it does not by itselfrestrit the nature of the merge operation that the edge feature e�ets.19 As before (see the last setion), asmany edge features an be generated (by opying the ategorial feature of the phase head) as are needed toe�et intermediate movement steps of items, in aordane with the Edge Feature Condition. The revisedversion of the Edge Feature Condition is given in (23) (ompare (20)).(23) Edge Feature Condition (EFC, revised):An edge feature [•Xγ•℄ an be generated by defetive opying of the ategorial feature of a head γ ofa phase, and an be assigned to the top of γ's stak of struture-building features, only if (a) and (b)hold:a. γ has not yet disharged all its struture-building or probe features.b. The phase headed by γ is otherwise not balaned.Seond, movement-related features on moved items (i.e., the β features that are attrated by phase headswith orresponding struture-building features [•β•℄) have lists as values. This is shown for the featuresthat I assume to be involved in srambling, wh-movement, topialization, relativization, and EPP-drivenmovement to SpeT in (24), with � representing an initially empty list.20(24) a. [Σ:�℄ (srambling)b. [wh:�℄ (wh-movement). [top:�℄ (topializtion)d. [rel:�℄ (relativization)e. [epp:�℄ (raising to SpeT)19 One an think of this in terms of a vaination analogy: A virus is rendered inative by destroying its ontents, but theprotein shell uniquely identifying the virus is preserved. � Note inidentally that it would in priniple be possible to assumethat only the defetive opy is in fat retained in (22); or, in fat, that edge feature generation involves only the assignment ofthe edge property and the demotion of the original ategorial ontent, with no opying involved in the �rst plae. To make thiswork, one would have to assume that the ategorial information of the phase head is either irrelevant in the remainder of thederivation (see Collins (2002), Hek (2010)), or has been projeted before edge feature generation applies.20 Whereas [wh:�℄ and [rel:�℄ features for wh-movement and relativization, respetively, an be assumed to obligatorily show upon an item, [Σ:�℄ and [top:�℄ features for srambling and topialization must be optional on items. Similarly, the movement-induing features [•wh•℄ and [•rel•℄ show up obligatorily on interrogative and relative C, respetively (in languages of theEnglish or German type), whereas [•Σ•℄ is optional on v/V in srambling languages, and [•top•℄ is obligatory on C in Germanverb-seond lauses, and optional (on C or some additional funtional head of the left periphery) in English. As for the natureand justi�ation of of a feature like [(•)Σ(•)℄ for srambling, see Grewendorf & Sabel (1999) and Sauerland (1999), amongothers. Also, for present purposes I will remain unommitted as to what ultimately underlies the epp feature postulated here,and whether it is related to ase, ategorial label, or yet something else.15



Third, edge feature disharge involves valuation of the movement-related feature of the moved item by the(defetive) ategorial information on the phase head, so as to ensure omplete mathing of the two items.Categorial information is suessively added on top of the list. This is shown in (25) for an abstrat derivationin whih a wh-phrase undergoes suessive-yli movement via all intervening phases edges to the embeddedSpeC position (whih is not its ultimate target position beause, by assumption, C is delarative here andlaks [•wh•℄).(25) a. Merge(V:[•XV•℄, DP:[wh:�℄) → V DP:[wh: V ℄b. Merge(v:[•Xv•℄, DP:[wh: V ℄) → v DP:[wh: vV ℄. Merge(T:[•XT•℄, DP:[wh: vV ℄) → T DP:[wh: TvV ℄d. Merge(C:[•XC•℄, DP:[wh: TvV ℄) → C DP:[wh: CTvV ℄Fourth, when idential ategorial information is added at the top, the original information is deleted at thebottom.21 Suh a deletion of parts of the derivational reord in feature value lists is depited in (26), whihontinues the derivation in (25) into the matrix lause (the last step that merges C and DP is repeatedhere); prior V information is deleted one the wh-phrase enounters a new SpeV position; and prior vinformation is deleted when it reahes a new Spev position.(26) a. Merge(C:[•XC•℄, DP:[wh: TvV ℄) → C DP:[wh: CTvV ℄b. Merge(V:[•XV•℄, DP:[wh: CTvV ℄) → V DP:[wh: VCTvV ℄. Merge(v:[•Xv•℄, DP:[wh: VCTvV ℄) → v DP:[wh: vVCTvV ℄The operations of (reursive) valuation of a movement-related feature and of deletion in feature lists areformulated more generally in (27).(27) a. Valuation:Merge(Y:[•Xγ•℄, Z:[F: (δ1) ... (δn) ) → Y Z:[F: γ(δ1) ... (δn) ℄, where F is a movement-relatedfeature and (δ1) ... (δn) is a (possibly empty) list of piees of ategorial information.b. Deletion:Y Z:[F: γ (δ1) ... (δi) γ (δj) ... (δn) ℄ → Y Z:[F: γ(δ1) ... (δi) (δj) ... (δn) ℄, where F is amovement-related feature, and δ1 ... δn and γ are piees of ategorial information.22Finally, when a moved item has reahed its target position, it disharges the movement-related struture-building feature of the head. This feature (whih is inherently present on a phase head and not generatedin aordane with the Edge Feature Condition) must also arry the ategorial information of the head it isassoiated with, e.g., [•whC•℄; this ensures deletion of the earlier C information in the ase at hand; see(28) (again, the last relevant step of the earlier derivation is repeated here for onveniene).(28) a. Merge(v:[•Xv•℄, DP:[wh: VCTvV ℄) → v DP:[wh: vVCTvV ℄21 The system outlined here is derivational, and information gets lost during the derivation. E�etively, the proposed deletionmehanism instantiates a ban on reursion in feature value lists, possibly motivated by eonomy onsiderations, or by parsingonsiderations (Josef Bayer, p..). Also f. Hek (2010), where it is argued that diret reursion is not available in syntax. Theoneptual underpinning for this latter view (a kind of ambiguity avoidane) and its formal implementation look very similarto the present restrition, but I will refrain from trying to suggest a uni�ed approah here.22 This formulation presupposes that deletion of ategorial information in feature lists is to be taken literally. Still, sinenothing hinges on this issue, I ontinue to render deleted γ as γ in the derivations that follow, so as to maximize perspiuity.16



b. Merge(T:[•XT•℄, DP:[wh: vVCTvV ℄) → T DP:[wh: TvVCTvV ℄. Merge(C:[•whC•℄, DP:[wh: TvVCTV ℄) → C DP:[wh: CTvVCTvV ℄Cruially, at this point (i.e., in the riterial position), it is determined whether the information reording theintermediate landing sites onforms to the funtional sequene (f-seq) independently established in syntatistrutures (e.g., C≻T≻v≻V); f. (29).(29) a. Merge(C:[•whC•℄, DP:[wh: TvVCTV ℄) → C DP:[wh: CTvVCTvV ℄b. Chek C DP:[wh: CTvVCTvV ℄ → √This is the new version of the Williams Cyle, whih an be formulated as in (30).(30) Williams Cyle:Categorial information on a list of a movement-related feature β must onform to f-seq when β isheked by an inherent struture-building feature [•βπ•℄ of a phase head π (i.e., in riterial positions).With the newWilliams Cyle-based system in plae, let me go through some sample derivations distinguishingproper from improper movement.4.2 Clause-Bound Wh-MovementConsider �rst a simple ase of lause-bound wh-movement, as in (31) in English.(31) (I wonder) [CP what2 C [TP she1 T [vP t1 v [VP said t2 ℄℄℄℄The derivation is shown in (32). On the VP level, the wh-objet what �rst needs to undergo movement toSpeV beause of the PIC (f. (7)), given that �rst-merged items (i.e., omplements) are not yet part of theedge domain of a phase. An edge feature [•XV•℄ an be generated by defetive opying here in aordanewith the Edge Feature Condition in (23), and edge feature disharge triggers movement of DPwh:� toSpeV, valuing the movement-related feature by adding ategorial V information to the (initially empty)list: DP
wh: V ; see (32-b).23 Next, on the vP level, a new edge feature [•Xv•℄ is generated and dishargedby movement of DP

wh: V to Spev, whih further values the wh-feature on the moved item: DP
wh: vV .Given the Intermediate Step Corollary, suh movement must take plae before the external argument DP ismerged with v; the latter operation therefore reates an outer spei�er; see (32-de). The pattern is repeatedon the TP level, where [•XT•℄ is �rst generated and then disharged by movement of DP to SpeT, therebyvaluing its wh-feature with the newly enountered syntati ontext; see DP

wh: TvV in (32-g). (Again,the Intermediate Step Corollary ensures that EPP-driven movement of the subjet DP omes later in thederivation, and reates a higher spei�er position of T; see (32-h)). Finally, on the CP level, the inherentmovement-induing feature [•whC•℄ on the interrogative C head triggers movement of DP
wh: TvV to SpeC,valuing the wh-feature by adding the ategorial information and thereby produing DP

wh: CTvV ; f. (32-j).Sine an inherent struture-building feature has been heked at this point, the Williams Cyle in (30)demands mathing of the ategorial information on the list that is the value of the moved DP with f-seq;sine the former onforms to the latter, the derivation is legitimate.23 See Müller (2011) for disussion. Note that this is at variane with the assumption that extremely loal movement ispreluded; it implies that a strit Anti-Loality requirement on movement annot hold, pae Bo²kovi¢ (1997), Abels (2003),and Grohmann (2003), among others. 17



(32) a. [V′ [V said ℄[•XV•] what[wh:�] ℄b. [VP what
[wh: V ]

[V′ [V said ℄℄℄. [v′ v[•Xv•]≻[•D•] [VP what
[wh: V ]

[V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄d. [v′ what[wh: vV ]
[v′ v[•D•] [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄e. [vP she [v′ what[wh: vV ]

[v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄f. [T′ T[•XT•]≻[•epp•] [vP she [v′ what[wh: vV ]
[v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄℄g. [T′ what

[wh: TvV ]
T[•epp•] [vP she [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄℄h. [TP she [T′ what

[wh: TvV ]
T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄℄℄i. [C′ C[•wh•] [TP she [T′ what

[wh: TvV ]
T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄℄℄℄j. [CP what

[wh: CTvV ]
[C′ C [TP she [T′ T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄℄℄℄℄ (√f-seq)4.3 Long-Distane Wh-MovementConsider next the ase of long-distane wh-movement from a delarative CP, as in the English example in(33).(33) What2 do you think [CP C [TP she1 T [vP t1 v [VP said t2 ℄℄℄℄ ?The derivational steps in the embedded CP are almost exatly as in (31); see (34). As before, extremelyloal movement from the omplement position of V to a spei�er of V is required by the PIC (whih valuesthe wh-feature on the DP with the symbol V), and the intermediate movement steps on the vP and TPlevels preede external Merge and internal Merge of the subjet DP, respetively, beause of the IntermediateStep Corollary. The only relevant di�erene to (31) is that movement on the CP level is required not by aninherent struture-building feature of C (beause there is no suh feature), but by an edge feature [•XC•℄that is generated in aordane with the revised Edge Feature Condition in (23), by defetive opying ofthe ategorial feature of the phase head. As a onsequene, valuation of the wh-feature in (34-j) does notativate the Williams Cyle: Movement has not yet targetted a riterial position.(34) Embedded lause:a. [V′ [V said ℄[•XV•] what[wh:�] ℄b. [VP what

[wh: V ]
[V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄. [v′ v[•Xv•]≻[•D•] [VP what

[wh: V ]
[V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄d. [v′ what[wh: vV ]

[v′ v[•D•] [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄e. [vP she [v′ what[wh: vV ]
[v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄f. [T′ T[•XT•]≻[•epp•] [vP she [v′ what[wh: vV ]

[v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄℄g. [T′ what
[wh: TvV ]

T[•epp•] [vP she [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄℄h. [TP she [T′ what
[wh: TvV ]

T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄℄℄i. [C′ C[•XC•] [TP she [T′ what
[wh: TvV ]

T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄℄℄℄j. [CP what
[wh: CTvV ]

[C′ C [TP she [T′ T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP [V′ [V said ℄ ℄℄℄℄℄℄℄℄℄On the matrix VP, vP, and TP levels, edge feature generation, edge feature disharge, and wh-valuation onthe moved item proeed as in the embedded domain, but there is an interesting di�erene: Movement tomatrix SpeV in (35-l) adds the symbol V at the top of the wh-feature list of the moved DP, and onurrentlydeletes this ategorial information at the bottom (in aordane with (27-b)); movement to matrix Spev in18



(35-n) adds v on top of the list and deletes v at the bottom; and movement to matrix SpeT in (35-q) doesthe same with T. In all three ases, a feature list results that does not onform to f-seq (viz., VCTv , vVCT ,and TvVC ); but sine all three movement steps are triggered by edge features generated in order to omplywith the PIC rather than by inherent struture-building features of a phase head, this is unproblematifrom the perspetive of the Williams Cyle, whih is satis�ed vauously in these ontexts. In ontrast,the �nal movement step to SpeC in (35-t) is triggered by an inherent movement-induing feature of thematrix interrogative C head, viz., [•whC•℄, so the Williams Cyle will spring into ation and demand aorrespondene of f-seq and the wh-feature list present on the moved DP. However, movement to SpeC hasresulted in adding C to the feature list, and the lower C symbol is then deleted. Therefore, the WilliamsCyle is (non-vauously) satis�ed by the �nal movement step.(35) Matrix lause:k. [V′ [V think℄[•XV•] [CP what
[wh: CTvV ]

[C′ C [TP she said ℄℄℄℄l. [VP what
[wh: VCTvV ]

[V′ [V think℄ [CP [C′ C [TP she said ℄℄℄℄℄m. [v′ v[•Xv•]≻[•D•] [VP what
[wh: VCTvV ]

[V′ [V think℄ [CP [C′ C [TP she said ℄℄℄℄℄℄n. [v′ what[wh: vVCTvV ]
[v′ v[•D•] [VP [V′ [V think℄ [CP [C′ C [TP she said ℄℄℄℄℄℄℄o. [vP you [v′ what[wh: vVCTvV ]

[v′ v [VP [V′ [V think℄ [CP [C′ C [TP she said ℄℄℄℄℄℄℄℄p. [T′ T[•XT•]≻[•epp•] [vP you [v′ what[wh: vVCTvV ]
[v′ v [VP think she said ℄℄℄℄℄q. [T′ what

[wh: TvVCTvV ]
[T′ T[•epp•] [vP you [v′ [v′ v [VP think she said ℄℄℄℄℄℄r. [TP you [T′ what

[wh: TvVCTvV ]
[T′ T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP think she said ℄℄℄℄℄℄℄s. [C′ C[•wh•] [TP you [T′ what

[wh: TvVCTvV ]
[T′ T [vP [v′ [v′ v [VP think she said ℄℄℄℄℄℄℄℄t. [CP what

[wh: CTvVCTvV ]
[C′ C [TP you think she said ℄℄℄ (√f-seq)Whereas the Williams Cyle thus predits wh-movement to be able to apply non-loally, in a suessive-ylimanner, preditions are quite di�erent for movement types whih target a lower position in the lause, likesrambling. I turn to this in the next setion.4.4 Clause-Bound SramblingSuppose, as before, that srambling (in German) targets SpeV or Spev, and involves optional struture-building ([•Σ•℄) and movement-related ([Σ:�℄) features on the attrating V or v head and the moved item,respetively. In (36) (= (1-a)), srambling must target a Spev position, with the subjet DP keiner (`no-one') staying in situ.(36) dassthat dasthe Buh1bookacc

keinerno-one-nom t1 liestreadsThe derivation is straightforward, and shown in (37). Extremely loal movement to SpeV (whih is alsostring-vauous, given the SOV nature of German) takes plae at �rst (see (37-b)). This movement step isbrought about by an edge feature [•XV•℄ generated on V in aordane with the Edge Feature Condition,and it values the list of the Σ-feature on the objet DP with the symbol V. Sine, by assumption, the nexthigher v head already bears the struture-building feature [•Σ•℄, a riterial position is reahed in the nextstep, and movement of the objet DP stops here (see (37-e)). The Williams Cyle is therefore heked atthis point, and sine the sequene vV onforms to f-seq, the derivation an legitimately ontinue to the TPand CP levels, as in (37-fg). 19



(37) a. [V′ [DP das Buh ℄[Σ:�] [V liest ℄[•XV•] ℄b. [VP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: V ]

[V′ [V liest ℄℄℄. [v′ [VP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: V ]

[V′ [V liest ℄℄℄ v[•D•]≻[•Σ•] ℄d. [v′ keiner [v′ [VP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: V ]

[V′ [V liest ℄℄℄ v[•Σ•] ℄℄e. [vP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: vV ]

[v′ keiner [v′ [VP [V′ [V liest ℄℄℄ v ℄℄℄ (√f-seq)f. [TP [vP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: vV ]

[v′ keiner [v′ [VP [V′ [V liest ℄℄℄ v ℄℄℄ T ℄g. [CP [C dass ℄ [TP [vP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: vV ]

[v′ keiner [v′ [VP [V′ [V liest ℄℄℄ v ℄℄℄ T ℄℄4.5 The Ban on Long-Distane SramblingThings are di�erent with illegitimate long-distane srambling in German. A relevant example is repeatedhere as (38) (= (1-b)).(38) *dassthat KarlKarlnom

dasthe Buhbookacc

glaubtthinks [CP dassthat keinerno-onenom

t1 liest ℄readsIn the embedded lause, the derivation proeeds in basially the same way as the derivation of well-formedlong-distane wh-movement in steps a.�j. of (34). The only relevant di�erene (lexial hoies, absene ofthe EPP, and linearization aside) is that the movement-related feature on the objet DP that gets valuedsuessively by ategorial information assoiated with the domains that it passes through is now [Σ:�℄, andnot [wh:�℄ anymore. These steps are illustrated in (39-a)�(39-i). The list CTvV resulting at the CP levelonforms to f-seq, but this is immaterial sine the embedded SpeC is not yet a riterial position (movementto SpeC is triggered by an edge feature generated in the derivation, rather than by an inherent feature ofC).(39) Embedded lause:a. [V′ [DP das Buh ℄[Σ:�] [V liest ℄[•XV•] ℄b. [VP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: V ]

[V′ [V liest ℄℄℄. [v′ [VP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: V ]

[V′ [V liest ℄℄℄ v[•Xv•]≻[•D•] ℄d. [v′ [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: vV ]

[v′ [VP [V′ [V liest ℄℄℄ v[•D•] ℄℄e. [vP keiner [v′ [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: vV ]

[v′ [VP [V′ [V liest ℄℄℄ v ℄℄℄f. [T′ [vP keiner [v′ [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: vV ]

[v′ [VP [V′ [V liest ℄℄℄ v ℄℄℄ T[•XT•] ℄g. [TP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: TvV ]

[T′ [vP keiner [v′ [v′ [VP [V′ [V liest ℄℄℄ v ℄℄℄ T ℄℄h. [C′ [C dass ℄[•XC•] [TP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: TvV ]

[T′ [vP keiner liest v ℄ T ℄℄℄i. [CP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: CTvV ]

[C′ [C dass ℄ [TP [T′ [vP keiner liest v ℄ T ℄℄℄℄The subsequent edge feature-driven intermediate movement step in the matrix VP domain is also as in thease of long-distane wh-movement in (35); see (40-k), whih gives rise to a Σ-feature list VCTv , whih isat variane with f-seq but unproblemati beause the Williams Cyle is vauously ful�lled in a non-riteriallanding site. However, the movement step to the matrix Spev position, though struturally similar to thatin the legitimate derivation in (35), is fatal; see (40-n): Movement to Spev gives rise to a list vVCT onthe long-distane srambled DP's [Σ℄ feature, and sine this last movement step is triggered by an inherent(albeit optional) struture-building feature [•Σv•℄ on v, rather than by an edge feature [•Xv•℄, the mismathbetweem f-seq and the feature list on the moved DP a violation of the Williams Cyle. The derivation givenhere also inludes further steps: CP extraposition, with triggering features ignored to simplify exposition;20



Merge of T; optional EPP-driven movement of the matrix subjet DP to SpeT (f. Grewendorf (1989)); andMerge of C; see (40-o)�(40-r). However, these steps are given here merely for the sake of larity, to show whatwould have subsequently happened had there not been a fatal step of improper movement: The derivationrashes after the srambled item has reahed its riterial position in the matrix vP, and the Williams Cyleis violated.(40) Matrix lause:j. [V′ [CP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: CTvV ]

[C′ [C dass ℄ [TP keiner liest v T ℄ [V glaubt ℄[•XV•] ℄℄℄k. [VP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: VCTvV ]

[V′ [CP [C′ [C dass ℄ [TP keiner liest v T ℄ [V glaubt ℄℄℄℄℄l. [v′ [VP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: VCTvV ]

[V′ [CP dass keiner liest ℄ [V glaubt ℄℄℄ v[•D•]≻[•Σ•] ℄m. [v′ Karl [v′ [VP [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: VCTvV ]

[V′ [CP dass keiner liest ℄ [V glaubt ℄℄℄ v[•Σ•] ℄℄n. [v′ [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: vVCTvV ]

[v′ Karl [v′ [VP [V′ [CP dass keiner liest ℄ [V glaubt ℄℄℄ v ℄℄℄(*f-seq → *Williams Cyle → rash)o. [vP [v′ [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: vVCTvV ]

[v′ Karl [v′ [VP [V′ [V glaubt ℄℄℄ v ℄ [CP dass keiner liest ℄℄℄℄p. [T′ [vP [v′ [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: vVCTvV ]

[v′ Karl [v′ glaubt dass keiner liest ℄℄℄℄ T[•epp•] ℄q. [TP Karl [T′ [vP [v′ [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: vVCTvV ]

[v′ [v′ glaubt dass keiner liest ℄℄℄℄ T ℄℄r. [CP [C dass ℄ [TP Karl [T′ [vP [v′ [DP das Buh ℄
[Σ: vVCTvV ]

[v′ [v′ glaubt dass keiner liest ℄℄℄℄ T ℄℄℄Note that the same onsequene arises if long-distane srambing targets SpeV rather than Spev (whihmight be an option yielding the same string (38) given that subjets raise to SpeT only optionally inGerman). The only di�erene would be a fatal (f-seq-violating) value VCTv of Σ on DP instead of vVCT .Furthermore, the present analysis also predits that a wh-phrase that undergoes long-distane sramblingannot feed subsequent wh-movement by intermediate, feature-driven long-distane srambling to, say, Spev(as opposed to using Spev as an esape hath provided by an edge feature). Of ourse, the question arisesas to how the two options (whih yield idential strings and idential strutural representations throughout)an be distinguished. It has often been proposed that the absene of (strong) superiority e�ets with lause-bound wh-movement in German, and the absene of weak rossover e�ets with lause-bound wh-movementin German, an be traed bak to the option of an intermediate srambling operation beause sramblingis independently known to be able to irumvent these e�ets; see Fanselow (1996) and Grohmann (1997)for superiority e�ets, and Grewendorf (1988) for weak rossover e�ets. In the present approah, whihreognizes promisuous esape hathes and thus annot, e.g., simply equate the Spev position with asrambling position, this implies that heking of [•Σv•℄ gives rise to ertain properties, like absene of weakrossover e�ets and absene of superiority e�ets, whereas heking of a pure edge feature [•Xv•℄ (in thesame position), or heking of [•whC•℄ does not.24Thus, on this view, lause-bound wh-movement in (41-a) does not indue a superiority e�et, and lause-bound wh-movement in (41-b) does not trigger a weak rossover e�et (for most speakers), beause thewh-phrase that is in the riterial SpeC position on the surfae (was2 (`what') in (41-a), and wen1 (`whom')24 The question of why exatly srambling � oneived of as heking of [•Σv/V•℄ � has these onsequenes is immaterial inthe present ontext. Still, for weak rossover e�ets, one may assume that heking of [•Σv/V•℄ an provide (what used tobe alled) an A-binder for a pronoun that needs to be interpreted as a bound variable (see Heim & Kratzer (1998)); and forsuperiority e�ets, one may postulate � as is in fat done by Fanselow and Grohmann � that srambling an systematiallyavoid MLC e�ets (independently of what ultimately derives these e�ets; see Müller (2011) and above).21



in (41-b)), has undergone an intermediate movement step to a Spev position in the same lause by virtueof an optional inherent feature [•Σv•℄ on v (and a mathing movement-related [Σ℄-feature on the DP); andnot by virtue of [•Xv•℄ on v.(41) a. (IhI weiÿknow niht)not [CP was2whatacc

C wer1whonom

t2 gesagtsaid hat ℄hasb. ?[CP Wen1whom maglikes seine1his Muttermother t1 niht ℄ ?notGiven that disharge of a movement-induing (edge or inherent) feature on the VP and vP levels in (41-ab)involves a valuation of both movement-related features on the a�eted DP (viz., [Σ:�℄ and [wh:�℄), the listof [Σ:�℄ needs to onform to f-seq on the vP level (whih it does: [Σ: vV ℄); and the list of [wh:�℄ needs toonform to f-seq on the CP level (whih it also does: [wh: CTvV ℄).Against this bakground, the existene of superiority e�ets with long-distane wh-movement (see (42-a))and the existene of weak rossover e�ets with long-distane wh-movement (see (42-b)) follow without fur-ther ado; see Frey (1993), Büring & Hartmann (1994), Fanselow (1996), Hek & Müller (2000), and Pesetsky(2000) for disussion of this phenomenon. It is the presene of a riterial ([•Σv/V•℄-based) on�gurationthat helps to avoid superiority e�ets and weak rossover e�ets in German, and sine suh features annotbe heked by long-distane movement to Spev/V domains in German (beause of the Williams Cyle),superiority e�ets and weak rossover e�ets annot be irumvented.(42) a. *Wen2whomacc

hathas wer1whonom

geglaubtbelieved [CP dassthat derthe FritzFritz t2 mag ℄ ?likesb. *Wen1whom hathas seine1his Muttermother gesagtsaid [CP dassthat wirwe t1 einladeninvite sollten ℄ ?should4.6 Super-RaisingThe ban on super-raising an be derived in a similar way as the ban on long-distane srambling. A relevantexample is repeated here as (43) (f. (4-b)).(43) *Mary1 seems that t1 likes JohnBy assumption, the relevant movement-related feature on Mary is [epp℄; matrix T bears the orrespondingstruture-building feature [•epp•℄. Suessive-yli movement must take plae via the embedded TP andCP domains, and via the matrix VP and vP domains. In the �nal matrix SpeT position where [•epp•℄is disharged by attrating the moved DP, [epp℄ on DP has the value TvVC , whih fatally violates f-seq(hene, the Williams Cyle) beause C has not yet been removed.The prohibition against a ombination of super-raising to matrix SpeT followed by wh-movement tomatrix SpeC is derived in the same way as the prohibition against long-distane srambling feeding wh-movement disussed in the previous setion. The example in (19) is repeated here as (44-a), and aompaniedby a slightly di�erent onstrution instantiating the same problem.(44) a. *Who1 seems [CP C t1 will leave ℄ ?b. *What1 seems [CP that it was said t1 ℄ ?The analysis is straightforward: EPP-driven movement to matrix SpeT gives rise to a fatal violation of theWilliams Cyle (beause TvVC does not onform to f-seq) whih annot subsequently be made undone by22



matrix wh-movement (there is no bak-traking or look-ahead).4.7 Other Loal Movement TypesOther movement types that target positions in the TP, vP or VP areas (like Sandinavian objet shift,German pronoun fronting, liti limbing in Romane, and extraposition) also annot apply long-distanevia CP, and for the same reason: When the (riterial) target position is reahed, there will at least be anf-seq-violating symbol C on the list of the movement-related feature on the moved item, and so a violation ofthe Williams Cyle will be unavoidable. Thus, the basi generalization orrelating the height of the landingsite of a movement type and its ability to apply long-distane highlighted at the beginning of the paper isderived.5. ExtensionsFinally, I will disuss a number of possible extensions and modi�ations of the present analysis.25 I beginwith a movement type that a�ets a DP-internal position.5.1 DP-Internal PP PreposingGerman has a movement type that involves PPs and targets SpeD (see Lindauer (1995)); in what follows Iwill refer to this as �DP-internal PP preposing�. The onstrution is usually onsidered slightly substandard,but it is fully produtive. A relevant example is given in (45).(45) [DP2
[PP1

Überabout diethe Liebe ℄love [D′ das/einthe/a Gerühtrumour t1 ℄℄ kenneknow ihI t2So far, I have been silent on whether f-seq should be assumed to omprise both the lausal and the nominaldomain, or whether two separate f-seqs should be postulated. Suppose now that the former option is pursued,and, more spei�ally, that the omprehensive f-seq is CTvVDNP. This re�ets the fat that C (rather thanD) is the root node, and that nominals are typially parts of lauses. Under this assumption, DP-internalPP preposing in loal ontexts, as in (45), is inherently unproblemati from the perspetive of impropermovement: Given that there are designated movement-induing and movement-related features triggeringDP-internal PP preposing (say, [•ωD•℄ on D, and mathing [ω:�℄ on the PP), the list on the movement-related feature on the moved PP in the riterial SpeD target position respets the Williams Cyle: [ω: DN ℄.Similarly, simple ases of extration of some item from DP into the embedding lause will be unproblematifrom an improper movement perspetive beause the extended f-seq will be maintained.However, things should be di�erent for CNPC ontexts, where a DP embeds a CP, and some PP item isextrated from within CP to end up in SpeD, as an instane of DP-internal PP preposing. Suh onstrutionsshould always violate the Williams Cyle, in ontrast to long-distane PP wh-movement that goes into thematrix lause. In addition (and somewhat less interestingly from the present perspetive), long-distane PPsrambling is also predited to violate the Williams Cyle, just like any other ase of long-distane srambling(see setion 4.5).These preditions are borne out. Consider �rst (46), an instane of long-distane topialization of a PPfrom an argument CP embedded in an objet DP. The example has an intermediate status, as is typial of25 I hasten to add that some of what follows is tentative, and in some sense orthogonal to my main onern here, whih hasbeen to show that a loal reformulation of one spei� theory of improper movement � viz., the Williams Cyle � is possible.23



CNPC violations with argument extration, whih are standard ases of weak islands.26 However, (46) doesnot violate the Williams Cyle: In the matrix SpeC position targetted by topialization, the PP über dieLiebe (`about the love') has its [top℄ feature valued as CTvVDN , whih is in aordane with the extendedf-seq.(46) ??[PP1
Überabout diethe Liebe ℄love kenneknow ihI [DP das/einthe/a Gerühtrumour [CP dassthat sieshe eina Buhbook t1 geshriebenwritten hat ℄℄has

√[top: CTvVDNCTvVDN ℄Consider next (47), whih involves DP-internal PP preposing from within the CP to the SpeD position.This example is ompletely ungrammatial, muh more so than one would expet if only a weak loality(CNPC) e�et were involved; in partiular, the ontrast to (46) is striking.27 This follows from the presentversion of the Williams Cyle: Movement originates in a CP; hene, given the extended f-seq, in must not endin a DP domain but needs to target the matrix CP domain again. PP1 in (47) fails to do this; onsequently,the movement-related feature, whih is valued as DNCTvV in the riterial position, violates the WilliamsCyle, and the derivation rashes.(47) *[DP [PP1
Überabout diethe Liebe ℄love [D′ das/einthe/a Gerühtrumour [CP dassthat sieshe eina Buhbook t1 geshriebenwritten hat ℄℄℄has kenneknowihI *[ω: DNCTvVDN ℄Finally, in (48), PP undergoes long-distane srambling in a CNPC on�guration. As with other ases oflong-distane srambling in German, the Williams Cyle is violated, and the onstrution is thus orretlypredited to be muh more ill formed than one would expet if only a CNPC e�et were involved.(48) *Esexpl kenntknows [PP1

überabout diethe Liebe ℄love keinerno-one [D′ das/einthe/a Gerühtrumour [CP dassthat sieshe eina Buhbook t1 geshriebenwrittenhat ℄℄℄has *[Σ: vVDNCTvVDN ℄5.2 RelativizationAs noted by Bayer & Salzmann (2009) (also Plank (1983) for some preliminary remarks in this diretion),many speakers of German do not permit long-distane relativization (in ontrast to wh-movement or topi-alization); see, e.g., (49-ab).(49) a. *Dasthis istis einerone [RelP der1who ihI glaubebelieve [CP dassthat t1 dasthis sha�enmanage wird ℄℄willb. *derthe Mannman [RelP den1who ihI glaubebelieve [CP dassthat MariaMaria t1 liebt ℄℄lovesGiven the present analysis, this follows as an instane of improper movement from the Williams Cyle if C-ommands a funtional head Rel that provides the landing site for relativization in German aording to26 For present purposes, I leave open how CNPC island e�ets should be derived, and whether they should be derived byinvoking onepts of ore grammar in the �rst plae (rather than, e.g., parsing di�ulties, as in Sag et al. (2008)).27 Of ourse, the string as suh is not exluded; if PP1 is onstrued with Gerüht (`rumour'), as in Gerüht über die Liebe, theexample beomes fully aeptable (if somewhat weird sine it strongly suggests an allegorial interpretation of Liebe (`love')).Strong illformedness only results under the reading indiated here, where PP1 is onstrued with Buh (`book'), as in Buh überdie Liebe. 24



f-seq. Under this assumption, the relative pronouns in (49) bear a feature [rel℄ in the riterial position thatviolates the Williams Cyle: *[rel: RelTvVC ℄.285.3 Exeptional Case Marking ConstrutionsAbels (2008) observes that a strit interpretation of the Williams Cyle (like the one adopted in the presentpaper) is problemati if exeptional ase marking (ECM) onstrutions are analyzed in terms of raising toobjet position (f. Postal (1974)), rather than in terms of truly exeptional ase assignment by a matrixverb to an embedded in�nitival subjet (as in Chomsky (1981)). The reason is that the relevant movement-related feature on the raised objet (whatever this ultimately turns out to be; see above on similar issues withEPP-driven movement to SpeT) would then end up having a value vVT (with the symbols v and V assignedin the in�nitive deleted by movement through matrix SpeV to matrix Spev). Sine, by assumption, Spevis a riterial position, suh a list would violate the Williams Cyle.29 However, it is unlear whether ECMonstrutions should be analyzed via raising to objet; the literature ontains arguments both for and againstsuh a view.Thus, Stowell (1991) notes that adverbs whih unontroversially belong to the matrix lause annotintervene between the DP merged as an external argument of the embedded verb and the rest of the in�nitivein English; see (50-ab) (where (50-b) is well formed only if the the adverb repeatedly is onstrued with theembedded lause, an option that does not arise with sinerely in (50-)). This is an argument for exeptionalase marking, and against raising to objet.(50) a. John promised repeatedly to leaveb. #John believed Mary repeatedly to have left (She left repeatedly.). *John believed Mary sinerely to have leftOn the other hand, Lasnik (1999) points out that sentenes like (51) in English permit anaphori binding ofeah other1 by the defendants. Unless further assumptions are made (e.g., about the role of linear preedenein the liensing of re�exives and reiproals), this would seem to suggest that the latter DP has undergonemovement from the in�nitival lause into the matrix lause, rossing the adverbial expression during eahother1's trials and feeding Priniple A satisfation. This piee of evidene would thus seem to support araising to objet analysis, but not an approah to exeptional ase marking.(51) ?The DA proved the defendants1 to be guilty during eah other1's trials.Taken together, though, it seems fair to onlude that there is no unontroversial ase for raising to objet28 Ultimately, if this analysis is to be more than a rough sketh, the entral assumption about the struture of the left peripheryrequired here would have to be substantiated by independent empirial evidene. Boef (2012) notes that varieties of Duthpermit a o-ourrene of a relative pronoun and a right-adjaent C item dat; interestingly, long-distane relativization alsoseems to be entirely unproblemati in all Duth varieties. Varieties of German that permit a o-ourrene of a relative pronounand some other head element to its right in the left periphery (or, indeed, the sole presene of suh an element) always seemto use a form for this latter item that is very di�erent from standard C elements (viz., wo (`where'), never unontroversial Celements like dass (`that') or ob (`whether')); wo is arguably best analyzed as a Rel element. Thus, as far as I an see, thequestion of whether C is higher or lower than Rel annot be deided by simple empirial evidene involving a omplementizerdass and the relative pronoun beause these two items annot o-our in varieties of German.29 Raising to objet annot possibly be assumed to reah the TP domain, as would be required to irumvent a Williams Cyleviolation. 25



to be made yet. Therefore, at present it is unlear whether ECM onstrutions pose a problem for a stritinterpretation of the Williams Cyle.5.4 Languages that Permit Long-Distane Srambling, Languages that Permit Super-RaisingThe issue of ECM onstrutions notwithstanding, there is prima faie ounterevidene to the approah toimproper movement developed so far, in the form of well-formed ases of long-distane srambling and super-raising from what look like fairly unontroversial ases of embedded CPs (or at least from XPs that dominatethe embedded vP and TP domains, whih is all that is needed to reate the problem, given that sramblingand raising target vP-internal and TP-internal positions, respetively).Thus, long-distane srambling from CP (i.e., aross an XP that ontains a omplementizer) is an optionin languages like Russian (see, e.g., Müller & Sternefeld (1993) and Bailyn (2001)) and Japanese (see Saito(1985) and Grewendorf & Sabel (1999), among many others; Korean and Persian also belong in this group),and the �nal landing site of the movement in these ases is learly within the TP domain (or at least itan be; see Takahashi (1993) for a possible exeption in Japanese that he aordingly reanalyzes as optionalwh-movement), whih is unexpeted from a Williams Cyle perspetive under present assumptions. Thefollowing data from (olloquial) Russian taken from Zemskaja (1973) illustrate long-distane srambling.(52) a. Tyyou [DP doktor ℄1dotornom

videlsaw [CP kogdawhen t1 pod"ezºal ℄ ?ameb. Vyyou-2.pl [DP poylku ℄1parelacc

videlisaw [CP kakhow zapakovali t1 ℄ ?(they-)wrappedSimilarly, super-raising from CP seems to be available in a number of languages, among them Greek (seePerlmutter & Soames (1979, h. 43) and Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (2002), among others) and Kilegaand other Bantu languages (see Obata & Epstein (2011) and referenes ited there). A Greek example isgiven in (53) (see Perlmutter & Soames (1979, 156)):(53) [DP Ithe kopeles ℄1girlsnom

fenondeseem-3.pl [CP nasubj t1 fevgun ℄leave-3.plI take these ounterexamples to be real. However, this does not mean that the approah to impropermovement developed above needs to be abandoned. Rather, it needs to be modi�ed in suh a way that itpermits variation to some extent, so that a less �ne-grained system of valuation and/or deletion of movement-related features on moved items an be employed in ertain onstrutions and languages.30For onreteness, I would like to suggest that a key to a solution of the problem posed by data suh asthose in (52) and (53) is that ategory features are not ontologial primitives, but an be assumed to beomposed of ombinations of more elementary features (see Chomsky (1970)); their ross-lassi�ation yieldsthe standard ategory labels, and underspei�ation with respet to these features makes it possible to referto sets of ategories as natural lasses in syntati operations. Thus, Stowell (1981, 21) (based on earlierwork by Chomsky) suggests that the primitive features [±N℄ and [±V℄ yield the four syntati ategories V,N, A, and P (via ross-lassi�ation), as well as natural lasses of these ategories (via underspei�ation):[+V℄ = V, A; [�V℄ = N, P; [+N℄ = N, A; [�N℄ = V, P.Suppose now that the ategories C, T, v, and V are omposed of primitive features in suh a way that C30 Also see Obata & Epstein (2011) for this general strategy; and also note that these ounter-examples also raise problems forvirtually all other existing analyses of improper movement, at least if taken in their entirety.26



and v form a natural lass, and T and V form a natural lass. Following Chomsky's (2000) original motivationfor phases, it an be postulated that the relevant feature is [±Π℄, where Π stands for propositionality (in anextended sense): C and v are haraterized by [+Π℄, and T and V are haraterized by [�Π℄.31 The ruialassumption now is that deletion in the lists of movement-related features may not have to apply under fullidentity; �ategorial information� in the sense of (27-b) may refer only to a small (but fundamental) part ofthe ategory label, viz., information related to the [±Π℄ status of the phase head.32Given this assumption, there are four possibilities: First, the full feature set making up a ategory alwaysneeds to be onsidered in order to �nd out whether deletion in feature sets applies. This is the optionassumed so far throughout the paper: A ategory label values the movement-related feature, and deletion ofategory information takes plae only under full identity (i.e., the symbol V deletes an earlier V, the symbolv deletes an earlier v, and so forth). Seond, another option is that only the (most basi) feature [±Π℄ needsto be shared for deletion in feature sets to apply. This has drasti onsequenes for improper movement. Anedge feature with the ategorial information T will now delete a V symbol in a feature list (and vie versa),and an edge feature with the ategorial information C will delete a v symbol (and vie versa). The e�etsare illustrated in (54-ab), for long-distane movement to the VP, vP , and TP domains, respetively.33(54) a. (i) * VCTvV *f-seq(ii) *[VP DP1 ..V([�Π℄) [CP t′′′′1 ..C([+Π℄) [TP t′′′1 ..T([�Π℄) [vP t′′1 ..v([+Π℄) [VP t′1 ..V([�Π℄) t1 .. ℄℄℄℄℄b. (i) vVCTvV √f-seq(ii) [vP DP1 ..v([+Π℄) [VP t′′′′′1 ..V([�Π℄) [CP t′′′′1 ..C([+Π℄) [TP t′′′1 ..T([�Π℄) [vP t′′1 ..v([+Π℄) [VP t′1 ..V([�Π℄) t1 ..℄℄℄℄℄. (i) TvVCTvV √f-seq(ii) [TP DP1 ..T([�Π℄) [vP t′′′′′′1 ..v([+Π℄) [VP t′′′′′1 ..V([�Π℄) [CP t′′′′1 ..C([+Π℄) [TP t′′′1 ..T([�Π℄) [vP t′′1 ..v([+Π℄) [VP t′1 ..V([�Π℄)t1 ..℄℄℄℄℄The third possibility is that [+Π℄ su�es for deletion to apply in ases of ategories that are not fullyidential; [�Π℄, in ontrast, does not. (However, deletion under full identity is also still available.) Thisgives rise to a system of improper movement that is more liberal than the �rst option (whih requires fullategorial identity) but still more restritive than the seond option. Now C and v delete one another, butT and V do not. The e�ets are shown in (55-ab), again for long-distane movement to the VP, vP , andTP domains.(55) a. (i) * VCTvV *f-seq31 Of ourse, other features will then also have to be present to distinguish C from v, T from V, V from N, v from n, funtionalfrom lexial ategories, and so on, but sine these features will not play a role in the analysis that follows, I disregard them here.(To ensure that they do not play a role, one might postulate a geometri organization of the primitive features for ategories asit has been proposed by Harley & Ritter (2002) for φ-features, with [±Π℄ at the top; aompanied by a restrition that eithertop-node identity or full identity may lead to deletion.) � Also note that the present reasoning does not imply that only C andv qualify as phase heads in the sense of the PIC; they are just the phase heads haraterized by propositionality.32 In what follows, I fous on improper movement e�ets in the lausal domain. I leave open how to extend the analysis interms of primitive features and underspei�ation to the nominal domain, but there should be no severe problems with this.33 In eah ase I present the feature list as it looks in the riterial position �rst (i); (ii) then illustrates the e�ets of the atualderivation on eah level. (Here I add traes as mnemoni devies; traes (or opies) as suh play no role in the present approah.)27



(ii) *[VP DP1 ..V [CP t′′′′1 ..C([+Π℄) [TP t′′′1 ..T [vP t′′1 ..v([+Π℄) [VP t′1 ..V t1 .. ℄℄℄℄℄b. (i) * vVCTvV *f-seq(ii) *[vP DP1 ..v([+Π℄) [VP t′′′′′1 ..V [CP t′′′′1 ..C([+Π℄) [TP t′′′1 ..T [vP t′′1 ..v([+Π℄) [VP t′1 ..V([�Π℄) t1 ..℄℄℄℄℄. (i) TvVCTvV √f-seq(ii) [TP DP1 ..T [vP t′′′′′′1 ..v([+Π℄) [VP t′′′′′1 ..V [CP t′′′′1 ..C([+Π℄) [TP t′′′1 ..T [vP t′′1 ..v([+Π℄) [VP t′1 ..V t1 ..℄℄℄℄℄Finally, the fourth option is that it is [�Π℄ (rather than [+Π℄) that su�es for deletion to apply in ases ofategories that are not fully idential. For (riterial) movement to the matrix VP, vP, and TP domains, thismakes preditions that are extensionally equivalent to the �rst possibility (where only full identity leads todeletion in feature lists) under a C/T/v/V lause struture; f. (56-ab).(56) a. (i) * VCTvV *f-seq(ii) *[VP DP1 ..V([�Π℄) [CP t′′′′1 ..C [TP t′′′1 ..T([�Π℄) [vP t′′1 ..v [VP t′1 ..V([�Π℄) t1 .. ℄℄℄℄℄b. (i) * vVCTvV *f-seq(ii) *[vP DP1 ..v [VP t′′′′′1 ..V([�Π℄) [CP t′′′′1 ..C [TP t′′′1 ..T([�Π℄) [vP t′′1 ..v [VP t′1 ..V([�Π℄) t1 ..℄℄℄℄℄. (i) * TvVCTvV *f-seq(ii) *[TP DP1 ..T([�Π℄) [vP t′′′′′′1 ..v [VP t′′′′′1 ..V([�Π℄) [CP t′′′′1 ..C [TP t′′′1 ..T([�Π℄) [vP t′′1 ..v [VP t′1 ..V([�Π℄) t1 ..℄℄℄℄℄Assuming that the hoie among the four options is �xed one and for all in a given language, languages likeGreek that permit super-raising (but not long-distane srambling) ould hoose the option in (55) (withshared [+Π℄ permitting deletion in addition to full identity).34 Languages like Russian ould hoose theoption in (54) (with shared [+Π℄ and [�Π℄ permitting deletion in addition to full identity).35 However, theoption in (55) also implies that long-distane movement to the TP domain should be possible. Stepanov(2007) argues that this is not the ase in Russian sine there are no legitimate ases of super-raising. If heis right about the reanalysis of onstrutions that might at �rst sight suggest an availability of super-raisingin Russian, and if there is no reason to look for an alternative aount, this ould be taken to imply that thehoie among the four options of deletion in feature lists varies among indivudual movement-related features(in the ase at hand: [Σ:�℄ vs. [epp:�℄ as F in (27-b)), rather than among languages.As for option (56), at present it is not lear whether it is atually needed (given that referene to the fullategorial information is also an option � arguably the default option �, as assumed throughout this paper).A relevant ase to look at in this ontext is, again ECM onstrutions (reall setion 5.3). Reall that if theraising to objet (i.e., movement to Spev) analysis is adopted, then English ECM onstrutions, analyzed34 Suh an analysis does not by itself orrelate the availability of super-raising in a language with some other, independentlyestablished property. Obata & Epstein (2011) devise an analysis aording to whih Kilega and other Bantu languages permitsuper-raising ultimately beause ase of the moved item is heked in the embedded lause, and φ-features are heked in thematrix lause. However, in super-raising onstrutions in Greek, the opposite is the ase (see Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou(2002)): φ-features are heked in the embedded lause, and ase is assigned in the matrix lause. This state of a�airs wouldseem to suggest that an independent fator related to ase or φ-features annot easily be identi�ed; and whereas Kilega super-raising is problemati from an Atitivity Condition point of view (as Obata & Epstein (2011, 139) note), Greek super-raisingis potentially problemati for the feature splitting approah.35 It follows that all long-distane srambling minimally has to target Spev, whih looks plausible.28



via TP embedding, will give rise to unwanted violations of the Williams Cyle beause of the feature listvVT on the movement-related feature of a moved item in a riterial position that invariably arises if onlyfull ategorial identity an lead to symbol deletion in feature lists. However, if option (56) is adopted, suhraising to objet will reate a feature list vV that is in aordane with the Williams Cyle: First, theoriginal V is deleted by an inoming T, and seondly, the V information resulting from valuation in thematrix VP su�es to delete T in the feature list. (Finaly, v delets the lower v symbol.)Similar onlusions might be drawn independently of the issue of raising to objet for srambling fromECM omplements in German if one assumes that ECM omplements are TPs in this language. If they are,srambling from ECM omplements as in (57) poses a potential problem for the present analysis beause afeature list vVT will ome into being after movement of DP to the matrix VP or vP domain (or, at anyrate, a matrix TP-internal domain) if deletion in feature lists only takes plae under full identity.(57) a. dassthat derthe Kollegeolleaguenom

[DP denthe Antrag ℄1proposalacc

[XP seinehis Mitarbeitero-workersacc

t1 geradeurrently shreibenwrite lässt ℄letsb. dassthat [DP denthe Antrag ℄1proposalacc

derthe Kollegeolleaguenom

[XP seinehis Mitarbeitero-workersacc

t1 geradeurrently shreibenwrite lässt ℄letsThe same onlusion an be drawn for pronoun fronting from ECM omplements in German; see (58).(58) a. dassthat erhenom

es1itacc

[XP denthe Jungenboyacc

t1 lesenread sah ℄sawb. dassthat erhenom

es1itacc

[XP denthe Jungenboyacc

t1 mahenmake lieÿ ℄letThis potential problem disappears if the option in (56) is in fat adopted in German. On this view, super-raising and srambling from �nite lauses (more generally, from CPs) will be exluded as before (beause ofthe fatal presene of C in the feature list whih annot be deleted before matrix C is reahed), but sramblingand pronoun fronting from a TP omplement to a TP-internal domain are predited to be possible, yieldinga feature list vV that onforms to the Williams Cyle beause the problemati T symbol has been removedby disharge of the edge feature on the matrix VP yle. All that said, it is by no means lear that suh amove is required for German: As argued by Fanselow (1991, 120) Wurmbrand (2001, 216), and Haider (2010,309�), there is evidene against a TP level for the ECM omplements in German labelled as XP in (57)and (58); Fanselow and Wurmbrand suggest a vP/VP embedding, whih renders the data in (57) and (58)unproblemati from the perspetive of the Williams Cyle even if the original deletion operation in featurelists is adopted that relies on full ategorial information.3636 Note that there are indeed restritions on srambling from ECM onstrutions in German; in partiular, as observed byHöhle (1978, 56-57), Thiersh (1978, 168-169), and Grewendorf (1989, 150), dative DPs annot be srambled or pronoun-movedfrom these omplements; see (i-ab).(i) a. *dassthat keinerno-onenom

[DP dieserthis Frau ℄1womandat

[XP denthe Jungenboyacc

t1 helfenhelp sah/lieÿ ℄saw/letb. *dassthat erhenom

[DP ihm ℄1himdat

[XP denthe Jungenboyacc

t1 helfenhelp sah/lieÿ ℄saw/letOne might think that the illformedness of (i-ab) might be traed bak to the Williams Cyle, based on a TP analysis of XPand the assumption that only full ategorial identity an lead to deletion in feature lists. However, this restrition annot bederived by invoking the theory of improper movement. For one thing, ausative DPs are not a�eted by it (as just seen in themain text); for another, as also noted by Höhle (1978), wh-movement of dative DPs to the matrix SpeC is also not possible,29



To sum up this subsetion, in light of languages that permit long-distane srambling and super-raisingfrom a CP, somewhat less restritive versions of the Williams Cyle an be introdued alongside the originalapproah. I have proposed that languages (or perhaps even movement types) an hoose whether only fullidentity of the ategorial information is required for symbol deletion in feature lists on moved items, orwhether identity of a major subfeature [Π℄ (enoding propositionality of a phase head )of the full ategorialinformation also su�es. If the latter is the ase, three options arise: Either [+Π℄ is the relevant subfeature,or [�Π℄ is, or both are ([±Π℄). Ultimately, the question to what extent individual languages make use ofthese more liberal systems of improper movement an only be addressed by in-depth empirial studies of therelevant onstrutions; this is beyond the sope of the present paper.6. ConlusionThe main result of the present study is that it is possible to ome up with a theory of improper movement ina loal derivational approah to syntax in whih phrase struture is generated bottom-up, only small partsof syntati struture are aessible at any given step of the derivation, and look-ahead and baktrakingare not theoretial options. This goal an be ahieved by reformulating the Williams Cyle, a onstrainton improper movement that has been argued for in Williams (1974; 2003), Sternefeld (1992), Grewendorf(2003; 2004), Abels (2008), and Neeleman & van de Koot (2010). In all existing analyses where a version ofthe Williams Cyle is put to use, it is formulated in a non-loal way, suh that large amounts of syntatistruture must be sanned in order to deide whether a given interation of movement steps ounts asimproper or not. In ontrast, in the reformulation that I have suggested, all relevant piees of informationare loally available; no more struture needs to be onsidered than the attrating phase head and themoved item in its spei�er. In addition to the loality problem, the new formulation of the Williams Cylealso solves two other problems for existing approahes to improper movement, viz., the generality problemand the promisuity problem. The generality problem does not arise beause the Williams Cyle applies toall kinds of movement; and, perhaps most importantly, the promisuity problem (whih onsists in the fatthat massive use of intermediate landing sites is di�ult to reonile with the haraterization of these samelanding sites as spei� for ertain kinds of movement) is solved by assuming that the relevant (ategorial)information of the domains that it passes through is suessively piked up and registered in a bu�er by amoved item but an subsequently be deleted again if idential information is read in; only when a riterialposition is reahed does the Williams Cyle spring into ation and determine whether movement has beenimproper or not, by heking the list of ategorial information on the movement-related feature of the moveditem and omparing it with the funtional sequene (f-seq).The theoretial mahinery needed to implement this approah is, I think, innouous, and to a signi�antextent independently motivated: Given that edge features are needed to bring about intermediate movementsteps, it looks as though the simplest solution to the problem of how to generate them that is ompatible withthe Inlusiveness Condition is to opy the label of the phase head; and to make the resulting feature usableat all, it has to be stripped o� its original ontent, whih nonetheless is retained as an index on the newlywhih would be ompletely unexpeted under an aount in terms of the Williams Cyle; f. (ii).(ii) *Wem1whomdat

sah/lieÿsaw/let KarlKarlnom

[XP denthe Jungenboyacc

t1 helfen ℄ ?help 30



generated edge feature. The entral remaining assumption that is not (as far as I an tell) independentlymotivated then is that the movement-related features on items that need to undergo displaement have(initially) empty lists as values whih are suessively �lled by the ategorial information on edge features(as regular instanes of feature valuation), subjet to the requirement that a symbol on the list is deleted onean idential symbol is read in. Here, there is no disjuntive ordering assoiated, as it is typially assumedfor other kinds of feature valuation (that said, instanes of ase staking in the world's languages arguablyalso require multiple valuation of a single feature).Against the bakground of the assumptions that I have made, there are various other possibilities forimplementing a loal version of the Williams Cyle, sometimes with slightly di�erent empirial onsequenes,sometimes not.37 Still, for the time being, the approah hosen here strikes me as the most straightforwardone beause it is both �ne-grained and potentially �exible, and (not least of all) beause it struturallyassimilates the operation to other syntati operations (in partiular, to Agree under mathing).Needless to say, the proposed analysis of improper movement also gives rise to a number of furtherquestions.38 For reasons of spae and oherene, I will not try to pursue them here.

37 For instane, one ould devise a minimally di�erent approah in whih there is no atual deletion in feature lists at all; orone ould devise another minimally di�erent approah in whih there is muh more deletion in feature lists. A oneptuallysomewhat more radial departure might be to give up the assumption that every phrase is a phase (see setion 3.), or, morespei�ally, that edge feature-driven intermediate movement steps leading to feature valuation with ategory information on themoved item our in every phrase between the base position and the riterial position. Assuming, for instane, that only CPand vP trigger intermediate movement steps whereas TP and VP do not, a system would result in whih many ases of impropermovement ould still be exluded by the Williams Cyle (as involving an illegitimate list vC that violates f-seq). Empirially,suh an approah would make preditions that are by and large idential to those of the present approah (assuming thatriterial movement, unlike intermediate movement, may also target SpeT and SpeV positions, and thus be able to ativatethe Williams Cyle). However, it may be viewed as oneptually inferior sine feature lists would then ontain only a part ofthe information that the f-seqs ontain against whih they are measured.38 Here is one area about whih muh more would eventually have to be said. It onerns other funtional heads in the lausaland nominal domains than just C, T, v, and D. Suppose, for instane, that the embedded lause ontains a negation, whereasthe matrix lause does not (Peter Biskup, p..). If there is a NegP as part of the lausal spine, and if every phrase is a phase,suessive-yli movement to the matrix lause must go through this position, registering the ategorial information on themoved item. The Williams Cyle ultimately requires a deletion of this information, and the question then is what phase head ofthe matrix lause an do this. Several options arise. For instane, there ould be a Pol(arity)P throughout, and Pol:Pos in thematrix lause an delete Pol:Neg in the embedded lause; or there ould be a funtional head that an simultaneously deletetwo su�iently similar piees of information (for instane, T deletes T and Neg); or NegP is in fat not part of the funtionalspine; et. 31
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